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LiVE CARDS is an innovative way to send interactive cards to your friends

and family. The brand is founded on the idea of sharing new technology

with every generation in an exciting and accessible way. Cards have long

been a method of sharing your favorite moments and emotions through

physical means. LiVE CARDs adds a new dimension to this experience by

showcasing augmented reality through ios App Clips.  To ensure this

message is communicated properly and consistently, a visual design

guide is necessary. This guide serves as a manual for how to construct all

future promotional media, digital materials, and visual assets. The goal is

to create a brand that feels unified in its design choices. The VDG covers

topics such as typography, color schemes, logos, and how to utilize them

properly.

All About the Brand

Introduction
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RESEARCH

Understand how

companies like

American Greetings and

Hallmark fashion and 

 utilize their logos.

OBJECTIVES

Understand the goal of

the LiVE CARDS logo is

to show what the

purpose of the product

is- to communicate and

share moments. 

DRAFTS

Create an idea of what

we want our logo to

look like. These are a

series of rough sketes

we have produced to

LiVE CARDS.

REVISIONS

After we selected our

final logo choise we

revised it to improve

design and function. 

DELIVERABLE

We created the final

delieverable in vector

form with different

varients such as color

and grayscale. 

Logo Creation Process
Development 
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RESEARCH

After looking through several logos from bigger

brands such as American Greetings and

Hallmark. Both these logos feature the name of

the brand in a statement font with an icon

above the text. For Hallmark, it is a crown and

for American Greetings, it is a rose. These were

both added as part of the brand name/logo to

solve the issue of size. A long horizontal name

will not fit in all spaces but a small compact

logo, on the other hand, will. Hence the

purpose of the crown and rose. However, there

is a solution to avoid this problem altogether.

That is to create the logo for LiVE CARDS in an

already-compact form factor. This solves the

problem of space and puts the LiVE CARDS

logo on the forefront of every product. 

DRAFTING

Following this step, the logo was drafted into a

block of text. The text was then traced as a

vector to fix all imperfections and adjusted into

a desirable shape. The logo was placed onto a

black speech bubble which symbolizes how

LiVE CARD communicates through greeting

cards. The text is white to contrast against the

black and to appear against any color that the

logo may be placed upon. In the logo, there are

several important letters- the “i” in LiVE, to

represent the product’s compatibility with

Apple products, and the “AR” in CARDS to

represent the use of augmented reality (AR). To

show the significance of these letters, they are

filled with colors from the brand’s color

palette.

FINALIZATION

The final step to our process was creating

something to make the logo more unique and

to show how exciting the product is. For this

step stars were selected to show the magic of

how LiVE CARDS work. The ability to capture a

3D image is absolutely incredible and this is a

great way to show it while balancing the visual

part of the logo. The stars appear to branch off

of the text bubble giving the logo a nice pop. 

Discovery Phase
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Logo Variations
Different usage

These logos are utilized on surfaces

that do not utilize color. There is both a

white and black variant which depends

on the surface the logo will be placed

upon.

BLACK AND WHITE

The color scale logo is the most

common logo. It is used on most all

of our products and contains the

company solo scheme. 

 COLOR SCALE ICON

This is the plain text of our

logo. This should be used

sparingly. It is primarily used

for quick design usage and

should not be used to final

products.

TYPOGRAPHY 



Proper Use
Branding Dos & Don'ts
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DO NOT change the color.

Use colors in the palette.

DO NOT use

tint or opacity.

DO NOT rotate

the logo.

DO NOT crop

the logo.



Color Palette
The Proper Hex Codes

HEX CODE

#BDF7FF
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HEX CODE

#5AD2CD

HEX CODE

#FF5F76

HEX CODE

#F5BAFD

HEX CODE

#9A73B1



brown fox
jumps over
the lazy dog

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

League Spartan

Typography
Primary font
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brown fox
jumps over
the lazy dog

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

Open Sauce

Typography
Secondary font
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TYPEFACE
The primary typeface for headers,

subheaders, and titles is League Spartan. 

 For any subtexts and descriptions Open

Sauce should be used. 

WEIGHTS
The weight for Spartan League is set. Do

not add borders or adjust. For texts use

primarily Open Sauce. For larger prints

use Open Sauce Extra Bold. Use Open

Sauce Light Sparingly.

FONT SIZE
Primarily use font size 64 for titles and

headers. For subheaders use font size 32.

For subtext use font size 24.

Typography
Basic Principles
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JEFF KELSCH
Director of Technology

COLIN BERGEN
Project Director

Communications Lead

MELISSA HERMES
Design Lead

Design Team
The Creative Forces
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LIZZIE WAMSLEY
Marketing Lead

Design Assistant 



Check out our App Clip!


